Computational Simulation of Synovial Fluid Kinematics of the Scapholunate Joint.
Background: The interaction between wrist kinematics and synovial fluid pressure has yet to be studied. To our knowledge, this is the first study to determine the effect of scapholunate joint kinematics on synovial fluid pressure change using finite volume method. Methods: The carpal bones of a cadaveric hand were obtained from Computed Tomography (CT) scans. CT images of the carpal bones were segmented and reconstructed into 3D model. The 3D synovial fluid model between the scaphoid and lunate was constructed and then used for computational simulations. The kinematics data of scapholunate joint obtained from radioulnar deviation of the wrist was investigated. Results: It was found that the pressure in synovial fluid varied from -1.68 to 2.64 Pa with maximum pressure located at the scaphoid-fluid interface during the radial deviation. For ulnar deviation, the pressure increased gradually from the scaphoid-fluid interface towards the lunate-fluid interface (-1.37 to 0.37 Pa). Conclusions: This new computational model provides a basis for the study of pathomechanics of ligament injury with the inclusion of synovial fluid.